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Unlock the key to a universal life-force with the companion volume to the New York Times bestseller

The Source Field InvestigationsIn The Source Field Investigations, David Wilcock illuminated an

entirely new understanding of our world today. Now, he embarks on an astonishing investigation

into what lies beyondâ€”finding proof that everything in our lives is not only connected, but it also

influences everything else.Â Using history, astrology, and synchronicity theory among other

concepts, Wilcock shows that there is hidden architecture within time, guiding individuals and

nations through a system of enlightenment Joseph Campbell called the Heroâ€™s Journey.

Historical events occur in shockingly precise, repeating cycles of time as a result. Once we

understand and identify the hidden laws of this seemingly random â€œsynchronicity,â€• we are left

with a remarkable blueprint of how best to lead our lives in this uncertain and confusing world.
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I haven't been able to put it down. It's been a marathon. It's a beautiful narration. Like storytelling

liberally spiced with (for me) unique information and connections. So many connections. I have

been reading spiritual books for a long time, and at this point I often find myself reading books and

nodding in agreement and familiarity. And if I'm not nodding, that usually isn't good. This has been

different. I am humbled by this one. Not that I am unfamiliar with major concepts, .. but the

connections and details. And the flow of interspersing and weaving in and out of David's personal

life and experiences, and that of others, and of arcane knowledge and discoveries. The



connections! Everywhere. This book is not about knowledge however, it is about experience. And it

is about intentions and attention. And paying attention to the universe of life talking to you. I find that

my perspective has shifted. Awakening is not so much about my thoughts and feelings. It is about

my will. My intention and attention. To be awake is to pay attention. How could I not know this! ... I

did. ... And I didn't.To be awake is to play with an amazing interactive universe. Our will is meant to

control our thoughts and feelings, with more than a little help from our friends. I thought I knew that.

But I haven't been nodding lately. I am very impressed and processing. What a great job of

storytelling, and very nicely edited. A big thumbs up.9/2/13 - Based on a comment below I decided

that maybe I should add a little detail, as I see it, about the content of this book. If there is one

foundational concept underpinning this book throughout I would have to say that it is "The Hero's

Journey". The title of the famous book by Joseph Campbell on mythology. David makes what I think

is a strong and intriguing case that The Hero's Journey is the model of the soul's journey.

Universally so. And he spends a good deal of time tying it into cycles. Grand cycles and cycles

within cycles. And evidence of repeating cycles within recorded history that I have never heard of

before, and I feel quite sure very few ever have. Also in the background from beginning to end is

The Law of One series. It is used as a high source of wisdom teachings and David makes a strong

case as to why. But perhaps the major overall concept of this book revolves all around the coming

Golden Age, and making a strong case for it. There is so much more. It's hard to even begin to

describe the contents of this book in a concise manner. In the end one will take out of it what one

needs. And this will of course vary quite a bit.

Last century's two outdated worldviews: "Religious & Spiritual" vs "Scientific-Materialism" are each

seriously deficient in their ability to understand and define the function of "consciousness" in

cosmology. Many recent scientific discoveries and new thinkers have begun to articulate a modern

definition of consciousness and, ultimately, a new concept to replace the primitive, obsolete

definition of "god" (universal intelligence). Having researched this new concept for 40+ years myself

and written my own book "Intelligent Intervention" on the same subject, I can personally endorse the

ideas and thinking in this book as "cutting edge." It is beautifully and elegantly written. If you are one

of those open-minded individuals who endeavor to understand life's mysteries and decide the "truth"

on your own ... this book is a MUST READ and belongs in your library.Intelligent Intervention

What is synchronicity and how does it relate to the nature of reality and the purpose of Life? These

are grand questions explored by David Wilcock in his new epic book The Synchronicity Key.



Wilcock is believed by many to be the reincarnation of famed trance channel Edgar Cayce, based

upon the uncanny synchronicities that connect their lives. Wilcock's first mass-market book The

Source Field Investigations synthesized his research into metaphysics and ancient knowledge,

offering empirical data to support the idea that everything is interconnected via an Infinite Source

Field. That book shared some of David's personal journey, and the current book exposes his own

history even more as he highlights the synchronicities that have marked his path.This book is

engaging and inspiring, presenting a clear picture of the grand intelligence that guides creation and

the purposeful nature of our lives here on Earth. David presents the big picture of spiritual reality as

well as the details of the "matrix" reality of 3D and the polarity-based forces that shape our

experience here. David shares his own encounters with the dark forces and his prophecy of their

impending downfall. He has been a dedicated researcher and seeker of truth, and continues to offer

empowering spiritual guidance as well as informative news about the cycles unfolding here on Earth

in the 3D world. I encourage readers to see the extensive amount of information and articles on his

Divine Cosmos website. David is very knowledgeable and is a thorough writer (you may find a few

errors, such as his reference to Ron Paul as a "senator," where Ron was a member of the House of

Representatives unlike his son Rand, who is a senator). He presents a positive picture of our

spiritual journey and the Earth's future, yet doesn't avoid exploring and explaining the dark side. The

idea of synchronicity was popularized decades ago by Carl Jung, the mystical-minded

psychoanalyst. Wilcock draws on interdisciplinary evidence to illuminate this subject much further.

Synchronicity is recognized as a sign of the Divine Intelligence that underlies all manifest reality -

since nothing is truly separate from anything else or from the Source of All, then synchronicity is

intrinsic to Creation.If you are looking for a book of intrigue, spiritual wisdom, advanced knowledge,

and authentic personal stories, then this book will likely be quite satisfying. Wilcock is one of the

most important spiritual teachers reaching the public in this tumultuous era, and his books are highly

recommended for those seeking insight into their own lives and the world around them.

I'm currently 100 pages into this book, and wow. Lots of synchronicities have been happening to me

lately anyway, but plenty in the few hours I've been reading. I'm absolutely hooked! I loved the

Source Field Investigations, and this is just as good if not better. David has helped to bring me a

flicker of hope in a very dark time, and I hope to read more from him in the future!
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